Our aim, in this paper, is to study the solutions of the équations of gases' dynamic : where the velocity u and the density p are unknown, the pression p being a given function of p. Klainerman and Majda in [1] have proved the local existence of a smooth solution (M, p) of the System (5) in the case where ft is the torus T n of R". In [2] , they show the local existence of a smooth solution of compressible Euler's équations (when v = 0) for the whole space U n . On the other part, Nishida and Matsumura, in [3] , have obtained a global in time resuit for the system (5) coupled with an évolution équation for the température. In their work, they consider the case where fi = [R 3 , where the gas is perfect and polytropic, and they are led to impose to the initial data to be small enough in H 3 
Temam uses the same définition of compressibility in [5] ,but he works in a bounded open set Q of R".
On the other hand, Majda, in [6] , takes a more physical définition of compressibility by considering the state équation of a perfect gas :
From the initial system :
he is led to consider the following perturbed system : § + div (p3) = 0, Majda proves, for « small enough » initial data, the existence of a smooth solution for the System (S x ), when \ is sufficiently large. We have choosed to use this last définition of compressibility, while keeping the viscosity term : -v Au.
This led us to consider a perturbed system, between those studied by A. Lagha and Majda, of the shape :
-, p n = Cte .
The shape of u x (x, 0) = UQ(X) and ^X(JC, 0) = p$(x) issues from a formai asymptotic development (see [6] ).
In the paragraph II, we have followed Lagha's way of proceeding which was taking its inspiration from Nishida and Matsumura's technics.
We introducé In the following part of our work, we study the asymptotic behaviour of the solutions (u x ,p k ) of the system (S x ) when the compressibility goes to zero, so when \ goes to infinity.
E\t)= \u\t)\
In paragraph III, we add the classical following hypothesis :
and we study the convergence of the solutions (u\/? x ) to the solution (M 00 ,p™) of the incompressible Navier-Stokes équations :
We first obtain supplementary estimâtes concerning the time derivatives, independent of X sufficiently large : 
We are going to prove that, in these conditions, there exists some constant C 0 (K), independent of T and \, and there exists X o > 0, so that :
E\t)+ \ Jo
(where E$ = E K (0)). First, let us make some preliminary remarks which will appreciably simplify the proof.
Let us note ; -, a? soort as X ts-large enottgh.
Proof:
If X 3= max (K We end with the assumption //(X, T).
LEMMA 4 : /ƒ u, v and w are smooth functions,
In particular,
LEMMA 5 [7] : Let f and g be two smooth functions
+ oo] and -= --\-= --\-. p r r' s s'
We are now able to establish the desired « a priori » estimâtes. We deduce from lemma 4 that :
Let us introducé
Multiplying (2.4) by -(p x W), we get : dp 
2nd
Step : Estimate of
Jo
Multiplying équation (2.1) by ^--, and integrating in time and on n , we get :
(i) We get from lemma 1 :
± \D~p\0)\ X as soon as \ 3= sup (\ 4 , 1) .
We deduce from ail above that :
We conclude from that : (2.10)
Under hypothesis H {K, T), there exists
The norm \u\ H$ being equivalent to the norm (|u|| -*-\D s u\ 2 2 ), we go straitly to the :
3rd
Step : L 2 -Norm of the derivatives of order s.
Deriving équations (2.1) and (2.2) s times yields to : 
(i) Let us estimate (<z). Thanks to (2.5), we may write :
Now (2.1) gives us :
Thus
We now use an inequality due to Gagliardo and Nirenberg [9] . So, with hypothesis H(K, T), we can get that :
as soon as X 5= \ 5 .
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We know that (lemma 3 (ii)), as soon as X is large enough, Moreover, using assertion (2.5) of lemma 5 and hypothesis H(K, T), we get: and (a) vérifies the same inequality.
(ii) Thanks to lemma 5 (2.6), lemma 3, and hypothesis H(K, T), we deduce the following estimate for (è) + (c) :
(We also need the inequality : 
Then, using results (2.9) and (2.10), choosing a = 1/4, and X 7 = max (X 6 , 4 KC ), we obtain the following result :
Under hypothesis H (K, T), there exists
x 7 = 3 > 1, and some constant C, independent of X, K and T, so that: , and
(i) From lemma 3, we easily deduce that :
It follows that there exists \ s = \ S (K) so that, for any X ^ K 8î we have :
(
ii) Estimate o f (a).
V -js-l~\
+
On the other hand, thanks to lemma 5 and to hypothesis H(K, I), we obtain : Choosing a small enough and putting together the results (2.9), (2.10), (2.13) and (2.14), we can conclude. Namely :
PROPOSITION (2.15) : Under hypothesis H(K, T), there exists some constants N e N* and C s= 1, independent of\, K and T, and \ 9 = X 9 (K), independent of T, so that : {for some MeN*).
(It is a conséquence of (2.15)).
B. Global existence
We first have to see that there really exists K and T verifying hypothesis
H(K, T).
Taking our inspiration from Nishida and Matsumura's technic in [3] , we get the following local existence's resuit : 
HS^H ES).E£,
where <\> is an increasing function, independent o/ X^X 10 , so that Now ? we are going to put together proposition (2.15) and the above resuit to prove the global existence as soon as X is large enough.
Let us introducé K o realizing the maximum of the function NP (K) :
Let us note X o = max (X 9 (^0), X 10 ). 
Now, by construction : We are now going to establish some independent of X estimâtes on derivatives in time, in order to obtain some convergence's results. This leads us to consider an initial data UQ of the shape :
Hl. A WEAK CONVERGENCE'S RESULT
Hence, we consider the System (5 X ):
\£.J) u \x, yjj -UQ\X ) ~\--u^yx ) , p \JC,\J)-PQ-\-~Pi\X) ,
with the supplementary condition :
The opération 3,(2.1) x yp 0 w x + a ( (2.2) x p x gives, after intégration on R n and thanks to lemma 4 :
1 ,(
7-M
We deduce from that, thanks to lemmas 1 and 3, and to the results of theorem 1, the following inequality :
This part of the reasoning clearly shows the necessity to introducé the assumption (3.1). As a matter of f act, it permit s to obtain that, under the hypothesis of theorem 1 : Except the first term of the right member, all the (numerous !) terms of this equality can be estimated by the technics developped all along the preceeding paragraph (lemma 5 and estimâtes of theorem 1). Let us study this particular term a little more attentively. Proceeding by the now classical method, and using lemma 4, lemma 5 and the results of theorem 1, we get :
Which yields, for X large enough, to the following Gronwald's inequality : X(O+ f |V« f x |j* 2 dr*C X (0) + C fx(T)dT.
Jo Jo
We then can state the obtained result in the : ) towards the initial data (wi,/>i) smooth enough.
In particular, to obtain the results we need concerning the derivatives in time of w 00 and p™, we can choose u x = p l = 0. In this case, taking u 0 smooth enough and deriving once more in time the équations (2.1) and (2.2), we just have to proceed as usual to get uniform in A estimâtes on uf t and p) v Which, passing to the limit, allowds to énonce the following properties :
Such a resuit naturally raises the following question : « Could we get a best convergence by adding new fitting assumptions ? ».
IV. STRONG CONVERGENCE
Like it often happens, to establish strong convergence's results, we have to give more regularity to the initial data.
Moreover, we have an estimât e of | Yp°°| fc and | V/7 r°° | k _ 29 but we don't know anything about \p co \ 2 and |/7 r°°| .
So, like Klainerman and Majda [2] , we are going to impose to |/?
x | 2 and \p?\ 2 to be locally bounded.
We then get the following result :
THEOREM -3 : Let^us-eomider the system (S k ) with^Jniiial^data : 3 , with *
Let us suppose } in addition, that the following assumption (H) is true : (H) \p m (t)\ 2 +\ P r(t)\ 2^M (t), where M(t) e L&(R + , R + )
.
: L 2 -Norms of û and p.
Multiplying équation (4.9) by 7p 0 û and équation (4.10) by p, and integrating on R B , we get :
Thanks to estimâtes (4.1) to (4.7), the right member can be majored by :
Using the supplementary condition on pf°9 it yields : 
Let a K (î) be the quantity :
We are going to need the following lemma :
LEMMA ( because we just know that -is bounded. \ To avoid this difficulty, we just have to integrate by part, using (5.9). So, we obtain :
From the results of theorem 1 ( §11), we easily deduce the foliowing estimâtes Thus, we get the following inequality : They also show a principal part. Their results and ours were so similar that we decided to study the initial layer's problem appearing in this case, if we no more suppose : We then obtain the following resuit :
THEOREM : Let us suppose that <\> 0 eW^k + n + 3 (k e enough, the following estimâtes are verified :
). Then, for X large We are now going to estimate separatly / 2 + / 6 , ^3 + ^7 and 7 4 .
For that, we shail need the following auxiliary results : 
